Brenda Sanz has demonstrated extraordinary leadership in training, preparing and deploying members of Servicon’s environmental maintenance staff to service healthcare facilities during the COVID-19 pandemic.

She provides direction to EVS workers serving on the frontlines with doctors and nurses, always reminding them that they, too, are heroes.

“Brenda takes tremendous pride caring for her employees, helping them work well, feel safe, and stay engaged and respected,” said Nadene Gallagher. “She’s taking the extra steps to make sure that things are getting done the right way because she wants to provide that to people in a really genuine way.” added Gabriel Jaimes, Sr. Portfolio Manager at Servicon Systems.

Brenda ensures that all staff are skilled in the proper use of personal protective equipment (PPE) and provides additional materials and tools to protect the health of Servicon’s workers as well as hospital professionals and patients. “Given the current crisis, Brenda is even more aware of the importance and critical value of her work and that of the entire contract cleaning sector,” added Nadene.